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							Empower your writing and bring your research story to life!
Engage professional editors from your field to improve the quality of your manuscript.
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							SERVICES
Editing
Every document you submit to us for editing is worked on by two qualified and professional editors to produce a clear, concise, and consistent document ready for its intended purpose.
 
Choose your document type below for more information.
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Lorem ipsum dolor sit amet,
consectetur adipiscing elit, sed do
eiusmod tempo. Dolor sit amet,
consectetur sed do eiusmod tempor
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							Our editors are all highly educated, mostly to the postgraduate level at top-ranking research universities, and many have their own successful publication histories. We match papers to editors with field expertise to deliver maximum impact.
						

				

					

		

							

		
				
						
					
			
								
				
								Quoting by Need, not Numbers
	Big Team yet Personal Attention
	Traditional but Effective Paper Matching
	Your Deadline, Our Commitment
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                    	The team at AsiaEdit does their best to assist with special requests and can also work to style guidelines. The overall standard of work is good and they meet agreed deadlines. I an happy to recommend them to others looking for a reliable partner in the publication process.

Ms Kelly Chang

						National Taiwan University
                    
	
                    	On top of editing the main body, if requested AsiaEdit service also includes working on text references and the reference list, as well as following style guidelines. This saves me valuable time that I am able to devote to research and other pressing issues. They also offer flexible payment methods to settle...
Read More
Dr Louisa Chung

						The Education University of Hong Kong 
                    
	
                    	Your ability to implement style guidelines and offer express returns, and your email updates as my papers go through your editing process, give me peace of mind when I am busy and working to a tight deadline.

Dr Dong Yang

						The Hong Kong Polytechnic University
                    
	
                    	Having used AsiaEdit since 2012 I find that their work is of a high standard, explained in part by documents being edited and checked by different editors. Their affable staff answer enquires and questions quickly, which is often reassuring when a deadline looms. Finally I am able to earn discount coupons by...
Read More
Dr Qi Li

						Tongji University 
                    
	
                    	The quality of editing is of course most important and AsiaEdit do not disappoint in this regard. But in support of that they offer flexible return options and payment methods and I can rely on them to stick to agreed deadlines.

Dr Yi-Ju Chou

						National Taiwan University 
                    
	
                    	The AsiaEdit team react quickly to my enquires and provide good quality editing. Their cost is reasonable and they accept payments directly from my University, which simplifies things for me.

Professor Shiva Shivakumar

						London Business School 
                    
	
                    	As a customer of your journal paper editing service for well over 10 years I’ve achieved significant publication success. Keep up the good work!

Dr Paul Lam

						City University of Hong Kong
                    
	
                    	AsiaEdit offers a range of return speeds, including express, and more importantly sticks to the deadline. I also like the Premium Editing service, through which I can benefit from deeper communication with the editing team.

Dr Yuanyuan Huo

						University of Surrey 
                    
	
                    	The high quality of the editing and the fact that work is always completed on schedule are a couple of reasons that I am well into my second decade as an AsiaEdit customer!

Professor Bing Li

						Harbin Institute of Technology 
                    
	
                    	AsiaEdit is generally meticulous and dutiful. Their editors are kind and helpful, not only correcting mistakes in a script but also identifying and anticipating possible problems. Being a non-native English writer I am satisfied with the service so far.

Dr Ertai Chiu

						Lingnan University 
                    
	
                    	AsiaEdit edit to a high standard and also have a premium service if I require increased communication with the editing team. The cost is reasonable and work is completed on time. I also benefit from the occasional free academic writing webinars that they offer.

Professor Ningyi Dai

						University of Macau 
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                    On top of editing the main body, if requested AsiaEdit service also includes working on text references and the reference list, as well as following style guidelines. This saves me valuable time that I am able to devote to research and other pressing issues. They also offer flexible payment methods to settle their reasonable fees.
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                    Having used AsiaEdit since 2012 I find that their work is of a high standard, explained in part by documents being edited and checked by different editors. Their affable staff answer enquires and questions quickly, which is often reassuring when a deadline looms. Finally I am able to earn discount coupons by referring their service to colleagues, which I am happy to do.
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                        Editor
                        PhD | Economic History & Public PolicyUniversity of Melbourne
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                        Editor
                        Master's | Public HealthOregon State University
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                        Editor
                        Juris Doctor | Business LawLewis & Clark Law School
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                        Managing Editor
                        PhD | Gender & Sexuality StudiesUniversity College London
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                        Editor
                        PhD | English LiteratureHarvard University
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                        Editor
                        PhD Student | Physiology, Development and NeuroscienceUniversity of Cambridge
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                        Editor
                        Master's | JournalismUniversity of Maryland
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            UNIVERSITIES
            Trusted by leading

Asian universities

and academics

        

		
        	We are East Asia's leading academic editing partner. Established in 1996 and headquartered in Hong Kong, we have strong connections with academics and renowned faculty in the region, built by delivering quality work on time for more than 25 years. Our editors are all well-versed in and understand the needs of multilingual authors in Asia.
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            Resources for Authors

        

		
        	
            	Journal Paper Writing Blog

                
                		
                            	Writing about Impact in Humanities Proposals

								20 January 2024 | AsiaEdit

                            
	
                            	How to Write the Acknowledgements Section of Your Paper

								05 September 2022 | AsiaEdit

                            
	
                            	How to Write a Response Letter  for Journal Resubmission

								28 March 2022 | AsiaEdit

                            
	
                            	How To Write A Cover Letter For Journal Submission

								19 December 2021 | AsiaEdit

                            
	
                            	How To Write An Effective Grant Application

								06 October 2021 | AsiaEdit

                            
	
                            	How To Choose Keywords For Your Research Paper

								28 July 2021 | AsiaEdit

                            
	
                            	Using ‘Et Al.’ In Your Research Paper

								24 March 2021 | AsiaEdit

                            
	
                            	Using The Comma Correctly In Academic Writing

								19 March 2021 | AsiaEdit

                            
	
                            	How To Write A Good Method Section For A Quantitative Study

								27 April 2020 | AsiaEdit

                            
	
                            	How To Write Clear Research Questions And Hypotheses

								31 March 2020 | AsiaEdit
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            	Upcoming Webinars
We are working on the next webinar! Check back for an update soon.
On-demand Webinars
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                    	Presenting your research findings to the general public

                        Find out how learning to publish in English as a second ...

                        Listen
                    

                
See all episodes
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							Our editors and writers are members of various professional organisations. Apart from being a marker of quality and professionalism, these affiliations and memberships help our team members maintain and improve their skills, network with their peers, and keep abreast of new standards, issues, and technologies.
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                Success Stories

            
		

				

				
				
							Over the last 25 years we have helped thousands of authors from hundreds of universities publish their work in international journals, as well as editing, copywriting and translating administrative and promotional materials for university departments.


Scroll to view a small selection below, or click through to browse a more extensive library of such success stories.
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                            	Current Issues in Tourism (IF: 7.43)

								Political uncertainty in the tourism industry: evidence f...

                                
                                	SubjectPublished inAuthor
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                            	Annals of Internal Medicine (IF: 25.39)

								Probable Evidence of Fecal Aerosol Transmission of SARS-C...

                                
                                	SubjectPublished inAuthor
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                            	International Review of Financial Analysis (IF: 5.37)

								How does house price influence monetary policy transmissi...
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								Understanding the influence of single-walled carbon nanot...
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								Dermal bioaccessibility and absorption of polycyclic arom...
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                            	Earth and Environmental Sciences

								One of the most satisfactory aspects of editing for academics who excel in their fields is that we are often associated with research directly important to us. That’s most definitely the case for o...
								Continue reading >

								

                                
                                    Category: Academic Journals
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                            	Education

								In the mid-2000s, leading academics from an education faculty in Hong Kong approached us to edit important papers, wanting to ensure the best possible publication results. We set about the task pro...
								Continue reading >
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                            	Engineering

								An aspiring early career academic at one of Hong Kong’s leading engineering departments contacted us about journal paper editing in the early 2000s, looking for a publication edge. His research was...
								Continue reading >
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                            	Edited 50 research grant proposals in only 2 weeks for a Hong Kong university

								The Office of Contract and Grant Administration of a Hong Kong university contacted AsiaEdit in October 2015 with what seemed like a very difficult task – editing 50 research grant proposals in onl...
								Continue reading >
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                            	Department of Architecture and Civil Engineering, City University of Hong Kong

								Having worked on numerous papers for academics at the then Department of Building and Construction at the City University of Hong Kong, in 2004 AsiaEdit began editing the Department’s research gran...
								Continue reading >
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            	STUDENTS

UP TO

20% OFF
Get Started
            

        

        
          
			NEW CLIENTS
US$20 OFF
YOUR FIRST ORDER

All new clients are awarded a discount of US$20 on their first order with us. Part-time and full-time students can enjoy discounts of up to 20%  on thesis and dissertation editing.

Get a free quote

          

        

    




				

				

					

		

							

		
				
						
					
			
								
						
					
			
								
				
			
        

            SECURITY & CONFIDENTIALITY
            Payment methods

        

				

				

					

		

				
			
								
				
							We currently accept payment by cash, cheque, bank transfer, credit card, PayPal, WeChat Pay and Alipay. We can also deal with your university finance office directly if you pass on our invoice.
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                    	Secure payment

                        Choose from any of the several secure payment methods
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                    	100% Confidentiality

                        Your details and research are kept confidential and never shared with third parties
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                    	Fast & Easy Payments

                        Convenient online options for hassle-free payment
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            	We are East Asia's leading academic editing partner. Established in 1996 and headquartered in Hong Kong, we have strong connections with academics and renowned faculty in the region, built by delivering quality work on schedule for more than 25 years.
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                            Suite 2101, 99 Hennessy Road,

Wan Chai, Hong Kong
9:00am – 6:00pm
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                	Subscribe to our newsletter

							 One email per quarter, bringing you our latest in free writing resources (blog posts, videos, webinars) and discounts. 
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